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Abstract— Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are being
increasingly used as a preferred prototyping and accelerator
platform for diverse application domains, such as digital signal
processing (DSP), security, and real-time multimedia processing.
However, mapping of these applications to FPGA typically suffers
from poor energy efficiency because of high energy overhead of
programmable interconnects (PI) in FPGA devices. This paper
presents an energy-efficient heterogenous application mapping
framework in FPGA, where the conventional application mappings to logic and DSP blocks (for DSP-enhanced FPGA devices)
are combined with judicious mapping of specific computations
to embedded memory blocks. A complete mapping methodology
including functional decomposition, fusion, and optimal packing
of operations is proposed and efficiently used to reduce the
large energy overhead of PIs. Effectiveness of the proposed
methodology is verified for a set of common applications using
a commercial FPGA system. Experimental results show that the
proposed heterogenous mapping approach achieves significant
energy improvement for different input bit-widths (e.g. more than
35% of energy savings with 8 bit or smaller bit inputs compared
to the corresponding mapping in configurable logic blocks). For
further reduction of energy, we propose an energy/accuracy
tradeoff approach, where the input operand bit-width is dynamically truncated to reduce memory area and energy at the expense
of modest degradation in output-accuracy. We show that using a
preferential truncation method, up to 88.6% energy savings can
be achieved in a 32-tap finite impulse response filter with modest
impact on the filter performance.
Index Terms— Embedded random access memory (RAM),
energy-efficiency, field-programmable gate array (FPGA),
memory-based computing.

I. I NTRODUCTION

B

ECAUSE of their flexibility in application mapping,
reduced design cost and improved time-to-volume,
field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are widely used
as reconfigurable computing platforms in the embedded
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application domains, such as digital signal processing
(DSP), multimedia, security, and graphics. FPGAs have also
emerged as a preferred coprocessor platform providing higher
performance when working in conjunction with a processor for
a variety of real-time applications [1]. However, application
mapping to conventional FPGA platforms generally suffers
from poor energy efficiency primarily because of the large
overhead of elaborate programmable interconnect (PI) fabric.
At scaled process technologies, PI accounts for up to 80% of
power and 60% of delay in FPGAs [2].
FPGA vendors and academic researchers have investigated
various device engineering options (such as low-k dielectric
and multiple device thresholds) [3] as well as architecturelevel techniques (e.g., clustered architecture) [4] to reduce the
energy consumption of FPGA devices. However, these devicecircuit-architecture level optimizations typically tradeoff with
intrinsic flexibility in application mapping and performance,
and the energy reduction techniques cannot be directly applied
to the compute-intensive signal processing or multimedia
applications. Moreover, as the interconnect delay does not
scale as well as logic delay, fine-grained architecture of FPGAs
suffers from poor technological scalability of performance and
energy compared to custom implementation. Consequently, for
compute-intensive signal processing, security, or multimedia
applications, which comprise a large set of embedded applications, energy efficiency do not scale significantly over FPGA
generations.
Looking at FPGA devices across generation, an important
observation is that modern FPGAs come with a large number
of embedded memory blocks (EMBs). As presented in Fig. 1,
driven by aggressive technology scaling, FPGA devices from
different vendors are integrating larger EMBs with faster
access speed. In addition, we observe a significant reduction
in the access energy of EMBs in FPGA (e.g., 53% from
Stratix II to Stratix III and 48% from Stratix III to Stratix IV).
While many applications use the EMBs for storing inputs and
intermediate data during data processing, large part of memory
may remain unused for many compute-intensive applications
[7]. If those unused EMBs can opportunistically be used for
computation, in particular, to realize compute-intensive datapaths or functions, one can significantly improve both dynamic
energy consumption and resource utilization. To minimize the
dynamic energy consumption of FPGA-based reconfigurable
platform, an opportunistic mapping of computation to EMBs,
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computational resources is also presented in this paper. While
the conventional implementation of compute-intensive operations requires multiple logic levels connected through PIs
that incur large performance and energy overhead, the proposed heterogenous mapping approach, where a large multiple
input/output function can be realized with one or a few
lookup table (LUT) accesses, significantly improves energy
and latencies. In particular, this paper makes the following
major contributions.

Fig. 1. Trend of EMBs in FPGA. (a) Size (MB) and (b) access speed
(MHz) for Altera Stratix [5] and Xilinx Virtex [6] series of FPGA devices
across different technology generations.

which can drastically reduce the energy overhead of PIs while
using conventional FPGA architecture, would be the right
solution to pursue. Some of the previous research works have
also considered mapping logic functions to EMBs in FPGAs
to improve the area or performance of applications mapped
to FPGA instead of energy improvement. In [8] and [9],
fine-grained applications are mapped into EMBs of FPGAs.
Although those investigations lay a foundation of using EMBs
for computation, the approaches are primarily focused on
area or performance improvement by mapping simple Boolean
functions in fine-grained applications (e.g., control logics).
Mapping transcendental functions to a set of EMBs of FPGA is
also reported in [10]. However, the approach does not consider
the energy optimization with a comprehensive heterogeneous
mapping flow which considers the energy requirement of finegrained logic, DSP blocks, and EMBs for energy-efficient
mapping of applications to the FPGA platform. The authors in
[11] show the power implications of mapping logic to EMBs of
Stratix-1 series of devices. Because of power-hungry nature of
EMBs in previous generation FPGA devices, mapping logic in
embedded memory results in considerable increase in dynamic
power compared to the configurable logic block (CLB)-based
implementation. However, because of the improvement in
memory power and performance across different technology
generations, in newer generations of FPGA, both energy and
performance are dominated by the PI overhead.
This paper presents a novel energy-efficient application
mapping methodology for FPGA, where compute-intensive
operations are decomposed and mapped to EMBs to minimize the dynamic energy consumption in FPGA. First, we
select appropriate computations for mapping into EMBs. By
varying the input bit-width, we explore the optimal energy
configurations for mapping the computations into sequential
accesses of the EMBs. A complete mapping flow including
decomposition, fusion, and packing of nodes into available

1) It develops a heterogenous application mapping framework, which combines the conventional application
mapping to logic and DSP blocks (for DSP-enhanced
FPGA devices) with judicious mapping of specific computations in memory. It determines the complete mapping methodology including functional decomposition,
fusion of small operations into a large one, and optimal
packing of operations into a combination of EMBs and
logic arrays.
2) It then analyzes the effectiveness of mapping coarsegrained compute-intensive operations to EMBs in
FPGA. By mapping a number of common signal
processing, scientific and graphics applications on
a commercial state-of-the-art FPGA platform [Altera
Stratix IV (40 nm process), Xilinx Virtex VI (45 nm
process)], the effectiveness of the proposed methodology
is verified. It is shown that the opportunistic mapping
of compute-intensive operations into EMBs in the form
of large multiinput multioutput LUTs can significantly
improve energy efficiency for many applications.
3) It also shows that the proposed heterogenous mapping framework can be extended to make an efficient energy/accuracy tradeoff at run time. The operand
bit-widths of complex operations can be dynamically
truncated to achieve exponential reduction in memory
space. The resulting output-accuracy degradation can
be reduced through: a) choice of optimal values for
truncated bits and b) preferential truncation of operands.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the background works related to energy-efficient
design in FPGA and memory-based computation. General
characteristics of the applications amenable for mapping to
EMBs are described in Section III, and Section IV focuses
on the application mapping methodology including energyefficient configuration of EMBs and timing strategy. Section V
presents the experimental results for several common complex datapath and complex function-dominated applications.
Section VI shows the dynamic energy/accuracy tradeoff
approach using the proposed heterogenous application mapping, and finally conclusion is drawn in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we describe the device-circuit-architecture
level approaches previously proposed to improve the energy
consumption in FPGAs. The energy-efficient approaches are
categorized as device/circuit level, architecture level, and
software-level techniques.
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A. Energy-Efficient Design in FPGA
Several system level and device-circuit-architecture level
low-power design techniques have been applied to FPGA to
reduce its power consumption. A comprehensive description of
the power optimization techniques has been provided in [12].
The techniques can be broadly classified into three categories.
Device/Circuit-Level Techniques:
1) Clock gating can be effectively used to turnoff the
unused portions of the FPGA resources to minimize the
propagation of undesired signal values [13].
2) Dynamic voltage scaling is also used to adapt the supply
voltage of an FPGA according to the temperature of the
device during operation [14].
3) Moreover, logic array blocks (LABs) are made with a
mix of high threshold (Vt ) and low Vt transistors to
achieve lower power while maintaining the performance
target in a particular technology node [15].
Architecture-Level Techniques:
1) CLB LUTs have been made fracturable with the sizes of
the LUTs being configurable from 4 to 7 inputs to map
larger functions in a single LUT, thereby significantly
improving the routing power consumption [16].
2) Generally for EMBs, coarse-grained, block-based architecture gives better power/energy results compared to
fine-grained random access memory (RAM) architecture
[12].
3) The addition of more specialized units like DSP blocks
with more embedded memories has helped to improve
energy consumption for specific functions.
4) Finally, most commercial FPGAs have moved to a
clustered architecture for computing blocks (e.g., CLBs)
which has dramatically improved the routing distance
(hence average route capacitance) between neighboring
blocks that can be reached within 1–2 hops [17].
Software Techniques: Energy-efficient mapping algorithms
for legacy FPGA hardware have been investigated earlier
[18]. However, existing software techniques primarily focus
on reducing PI overhead in logic and DSP-based implementations. They use memories only for storing large input data
or intermediate values, and do not leverage on the prospect of
mapping complex operations to EMBs.
B. Computation With Memory
Computation with memory is an LUT-based computation
approach, where a computing function is implemented using
a 2-D memory array. The same memory array may also include
multiple LUTs, and computing is performed by accessing
the LUT with the right address values. Here, the table values are precomputed and used during application mapping
process. The downside of the LUT-based computation is the
exponential growth of the memory size with the increase
in input operand bit-width. As a result, without employing
effective decomposition techniques or approximate computing
techniques as proposed in [19] and [20], LUT-based computation can only be feasible in FPGA up to a certain LUT
input bit-width. Altera Stratix IV FPGA devices support a

maximum LUT input size of 16 in a single memory. In general,
application mapping scenarios, a large part of the existing
EMBs in an FPGA remain unutilized. The idle memory blocks
for fine-grained logic computation is proposed in [8] and [9]. It
has been shown that the area or performance of an application
can be improved through effective computation in memory.
III. U SE OF E MBEDDED M EMORY B LOCKS FOR
C OMPUTATION
A majority of scientific and signal-processing applications
include a set of common compute-intensive kernels, which
essentially constitutes basic mathematical operations such as
addition, multiplication as well as evaluation of many complex
functions such as sine, cosine, reciprocal, arctan, square root,
exponentiation, and logarithm [21]. Traditionally, in an FPGA
framework, the transcendental functions are mapped using
coordinate rotation digital computer (CORDIC) approach
[22] or Taylor series expansion [23], which either requires a
large number of computing resources or suffers from large
latency. Mapping these functions to embedded memory arrays
by holding the functional outputs is an attractive solution. In
addition, the use of memory blocks in computing offers enormous parallel computing resources because of the presence of
large (hundreds to thousands) number of EMBs in a modern
FPGA device. The focus of this paper is to achieve energyefficient mapping of the complex functions instead of making
memory-latency tradeoff by utilizing the already existing
decomposition techniques as proposed in [19] and [20].
Computation with memory is also very effective in the
case of complex datapaths, such as two constant coefficient
multiplications followed by an addition. This kind of datapath
is very common in multimedia and signal processing (e.g.,
discrete cosine transform and filtering) applications. An
effective mapping methodology, which can leverage such
decomposition algorithms and large parallel computing
resources offered by high-density EMBs in FPGA, can
provide significant improvement in performance and energy
efficiency. The following computations have been identified
to be amenable for mapping to memory.
1) Any function satisfying the maximum LUT input size
(I ). The function can be a regular transcendental one
(such as sin e(x), where x has a resolution ≤I ) or
any arbitrary function (with input size ≤I ) obtained by
fusing many simple ones.
2) Complex datapath like two constant coefficient multiplications followed by an addition, with total input
size ≤I .
3) Easily bit-sliceable functions such as Galois field operations and few datapath operations such as additions and
multiplications.
4) Functions with arbitrary input bit-width which can be
realized by cascading LUTs, each of input size ≤I , e.g.,
transcendental functions with fixed-point operands.
5) Functions which are amenable to decomposition into
acceptable input size in other ways. For example, a
multiplication realized using logarithmic number system
can be converted from a two operand function to a single
operand function.
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TABLE I
O PERATION T YPES S UPPORTED IN THE FPGA M APPER T OOL

Fig. 2.

Application mapping steps using EMBs for computation.

IV. A PPLICATION M APPING M ETHODOLOGY
In this section, we present a heterogenous application
mapping process, where the combination of EMBs and other
FPGA resources are efficiently used to map compute-intensive
operations with significant energy savings in FPGA. A complete heterogenous mapping flow including decomposition,
fusion, and packing of nodes into available computational
resources is described in this section.
A. Mapping Flow
The application mapping process for the proposed framework is shown in Fig. 2. The input to the application mapping flow is a control data flow graph (CDFG) containing a
hypergraph representation [G(V, E)] of the input application.
The operations in the input application constitute the set of
vertices (V ), and the dataflow between them is represented as
the edges (E). Types and subtypes of the operation nodes that
are supported in the CDFG representation are summarized in
Table I. Each operation node is characterized by the following
fields: 1) name; 2) type; 3) subtype; 4) inputs; 5) outputs;
and 6) bit-width. name field is unique and specifies the name
of the operation. Each type can have multiple subtypes. For
example, both addition and subtraction fall under the greater
type of operations that can be bit-sliced into suboperations
with a smaller bit-width and a carry function (denoted as
bitswC). Bit-width denotes the bitwidth of the input operands.
Bits represents the operations that are bit-sliceable without
carry. Mult denotes the conventional two-input multiplication.
Shift and rotate has one operand together with the shift/rotate
direction as a subtype. Complex denotes a general class of

LUT operations. Maximum number of inputs for each type of
operation is fixed except for select type, which represents N
to one selection, where N is a variable. Major steps of the
application mapping flow are described as follows.
1) Functional Decomposition: Decomposition is the
process of replacing a vertex in a hypergraph having large
inputs/outputs into multiple vertices satisfying the input–
output constraint of the LUTs. For example, bit-sliceable and
transcendental functions can be broken down in this step into
multiple vertices satisfying the maximum input/output count
of LUT. Here, the resource constraints of the FPGA device
along with the maximum input size of LUT are read from a
parameter file, which serves as an input to the FPGA mapper
tool. Transcendental functions and other complex functions
with fixed-point operands can be decomposed using either:
1) bipartite/multipartite [19] and 2) add-table lookup-add
(ATA) [20]-based method to minimize the total memory
requirement.
The idea behind bipartite and multipartite decomposition
[19] is to divide the input space (2α segments) into 2γ larger
intervals (where γ < α) so that the slope of the function is
considered a constant in a larger interval. Hence, it contains
2γ tables of offsets, each with 2β tables of offsets. The decomposition allows storing a total of 2α + 2γ +β values instead of
2α+β . Another method for reducing the required memory size
is the ATA method [20]. The main premise is to approximate
a function f (x) using Taylor series central difference method,
and the errors induced in the approximation are calculated in
each stage to ensure that the error is less than the unit in
the last place. The basic method involves parallel additions,
followed by parallel lookups and finally multistage additions.
This method can be used to approximate all polynomial and
transcendental functions which can be represented in a given
fixed point resolution. For the functions which are decomposable with both multipartite and ATA, multipartite-based
decomposition is selected as it requires smaller memory at
iso-output-accuracy. A list of decomposition routines included
in the proposed mapping flow is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. (a) Example of fusion of multiple nodes into a single node satisfying
LUT input/output count. (b) Specific example of multadd fusion for four-input
operands.

Fig. 4. Packing algorithm for energy-efficient mapping in an FPGA device.

2) Fusion: After decomposition, fusion involves the opportunistic reduction of the total number of operations by combining multiple operations into a single operation that can
be suitably mapped into a LUT. Fusion incorporates two
routines: 1) fusion of random LUT-based operations and
2) fusion of bit-sliceable operations. Fig. 3 shows an example
of merging multiple nodes into a single node that satisfies
the input/output constraints of LUT. We have developed a
heuristic for partitioning a target application into multi-input
multi-output operations. The vertices inside each partition are
fused to form a single vertex to be mapped as a LUT operation.
This heuristic is inspired from the maximum fanout free cone
and maximum fanout free subgraph approaches outlined in
[8]. Through off-line analysis, using FPGA synthesis tool,
we evaluate the effectiveness of mapping each merged node
of specific input/output width to embedded memories. This
is done by mapping a function realized as merged nodes
into three alternative implementations (memory based, normal
logic, and DSP-based) and comparing their energy consumptions. After fusion, the following vertex types can be obtained:
1) multadds: stands for the function (a ∗ b + c)  shi f tamt;
2) multaddsel: stands for the function sel?(a ∗ b + c) : c;
3) adds: stands for the function (a + b)  shi f tamt;
4) addsel: stands for the function sel?(a + b) : a; 5) multadd:
stands for the function a ∗ b + c ∗ d; 6) mults: stands for
the function (a ∗ b)  shi f tamt; and 7) multsel: stands for
the function sel?(a ∗ b) : c. Note that a constraint of fusing

multiple datapath operations is that they must share one or
more input operands. The fusion process is constrained by the
number of input/output bits and granularity.
3) Packing: The decomposed and fused nodes in DFG act
as inputs to the packing stage. The sequence of packing steps
is shown in Fig. 4. As shown in figure, we use a mapping
database in this stage, which contains a priori information on
energy-efficient mapping of different operations with varying
input bit-width. Such a database can be created through
off-line analysis of different types/sizes of operations in a
target FPGA device. When a function is mapped to memory,
the mapping database helps us to derive the energy-optimal
configuration with required LUT size. During the packing step,
we also consider specific resource constraints of FPGA device.
For example, if a particular memory type (say M9K or M144K
for Stratix IV) is insufficient, we have to take the next best
energy-efficient configuration to meet the resource constraints.
4) Memory-Logic Interface and Timing Strategy: In the
heterogenous mapping procedure, where computations can be
mapped either to fine-grained normal logic, DSP datapaths
or EMBs, the following three mapping scenarios should be
considered for timing assignment: 1) memory access followed
by another memory access; 2) memory access followed by
logic/DSP operations; and 3) logic/DSP operation followed by
memory access. The mapping scenarios are shown in Fig. 5.
Typically, EMBs in FPGA are synchronous, which requires
latching address at a clock edge. The output data from memory
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Algorithm 1 Procedure Memory-Logic Timing
Determine Multi-Cycle Timing Assignment, and Generate
the Optimal Clock Period & Latency for an Application
Inputs: Packed resources for an application, Timing step = S
Outputs: Multi-cycle timing assignment, optimal cycle time
(CC) and latency
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
Fig. 5. Interfacing and timing strategies for three different cases. (a) Memory
access followed by logic. (b) Logic followed by memory access. (c) Memory
access followed by another memory access.

10:
11:
12:

can be optionally latched. For the proposed memory-logic
heterogenous mapping approach, the minimum clock period
is determined by the maximum access time of any memory
block in design. The maximum clock period is the latency of
the logic in between two memory accesses or between an input
pin and memory access, or between memory block output
and output pin. As described in Algorithm 1, we propose
a heuristic which tries to optimize the total latency of the
input application by accommodating multiple compute nodes
of the packed DFG in a single clock cycle. The algorithm
initially assigns the clock period to be the access time of the
largest memory block and calculates the latency of the mapped
application. Then it increments the clock period by a step size
as calculated in the algorithm and tries to accommodate the
logic following a particular memory access in the same clock
cycle (CC). This is because in a Trimatrix memory block in
Altera or in a 18 k*2 or 36 k*2 memory block in Xilinx,
the input address is always latched.However the output data
latch is optional and extra logic can be accommodated in the
same CC. After the clock period is incremented, the latency for
the application is recalculated and compared with the previous
latency. The minimum latency is saved with the corresponding
clock period. Such an iteration is continued till the maximum
logic latency present in the design is searched. Note that at
each step, the algorithm tries to balance the delay for the input,
internal, and output paths.
B. Energy-Efficient Configuration of RAM Blocks
In this subsection, the packing stage is elaborated in more
detail. An important part of the packing is to derive the optimal
energy configuration of all the memory blocks instantiated in
any application. For the energy-efficient mapping of memory
blocks in an FPGA, there are two main approaches which the
designer can consider [24].
1) The dynamic power of a static RAM (SRAM) EMB
is dominated by the power consumed during bitline precharging. To remove the unnecessary bitline

13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:

T = mi nCC = access time for the largest memory block;
maxCC = max(delay between any two memory ops, a
memory op & primary in/out);
StepSi ze = S; Latency = infinity;
Max I ndex = ceil((maxCC − mi nCC)/S);
for (i ndex = 0; i ndex < Max I ndex; i ndex + +)
T = T + StepSi ze ∗ i ndex; NumC ycle = 0;
Mark all logic ops L i uncovered;
for each memory operation Mi
Assign clock boundary at the input of Mi ;
NumC ycle + +;
if (slack = T − accessT i meO f Mi ) > 0
repeat
Assign logic op L j following Mi into clock cycle
for Mi
Mark L j covered;
until slack < 0
endif
endfor
For each uncovered L i
Assign a clock boundary at the end of L i ;
NumC ycle + +;
if (slack = T − latency O f L i ) > 0
repeat
Assign logic op L j following L i into clock cycle
for L i
Mark L j covered;
until slack < 0
endif
endfor
NewLatency = NumC ycle ∗ T ;
if (NewLatency < Latency)
Latency = NewLatency
Save the timing assignment as the best one;
endif
endfor

precharging of the unused memory blocks, designers can
control a clock enable signal shown in Fig. 6(a). The low
power approach is extremely helpful in the applications,
where a particular SRAM block is accessed once in
many cycles.
2) A single large memory block is broken into multiple
small sub-banks with additional predecoding so as
to access only a single or a few smaller sub-banks
during memory access, keeping the unaccessed memory
blocks to be turned off. The EMBs provided in Stratix
family [5] can be configured by a number of memory
block depth and width combinations. Designers need
to find a minimum energy configuration for different
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Fig. 7. Energy consumed by a memory block with different types and block
depths for (a) 12 × 12 memory and (b) 16 × 16 memory.

Fig. 6. (a) Trimatrix memory block with one address, one clock, and one
combined clock enable port. (b) Implementation of a large memory block
(16 k × 16) using smaller RAM blocks with additional predecoding to save
access energy. (c) Alternative implementation of the same memory, which
incurs more access energy.

sizes of memory because larger number of sub-banks
result in significant amount of routing energy of
the predecoding logic. Fig. 6(b) and (c) show two
possible implementations of a 64 k × 16 EMBs. The
implementation in Fig. 6(b) decomposes 64 k × 16
logical RAM block into four physical RAM blocks,
each of output size 16. As a result, for each memory
access, only one of the memory blocks is precharged
and the rests are turned off. For the memory architecture
shown in Fig. 6(c), the physical memory blocks have
an output size = 4, which means that all the memory
blocks should be turned on for each memory access. An
energy optimal mapping results for a 4k × 12 memory
block are shown in Fig. 7(a), and the results for a
64 k × 16 memory block are also shown in Fig. 7(b).
C. Mapping Complex Datapath in Memory
For the operands with smaller bitwidth, when the complex
datapaths having more than two sequential computations are
mapped to EMBs, the memory-based computations consume
significantly smaller energy compared to the normal logic or
DSP-based mapping. The datapath for two constant coefficient
multiplications followed by an addition (constmult-add) has
been optimally mapped to EMBs across different technology
generations (Stratixs II–IV, and Virtex VI), and the implementation results are compared with the conventional mappings
to normal logic and DSP blocks. Fig. 8 shows the energy

Fig. 8. Comparison of the energy consumed per a constmult-add operation
with varying input bitwidths in (a) Altera Stratix II, (b) Altera Stratix III,
(c) Altera Stratix IV, and (d) Xilinx Vertex VI of devices.

consumed per constmult-add operation for three different
mapping approaches in Stratix series [5] and Virtex VI [6] of
devices. Table II and Table III also show the energy savings
percentages and the operational latencies of our memorybased mappings, respectively, when those are compared with
mapping to normal logic and DSP blocks. for three different
mapping Power estimates for Stratix family of FPGA devices
have been obtained using the Quartus powerplay analyzer
[25]. The input node toggle rate has been assumed to be
50% with vectorless estimation for the rest of the nodes. For
the Xilinx Virtex VI results, XPower Analyzer [26] has been
used with the same input toggle rate and vectorless estimation
for the rest of the nodes. We can notice from Table II that
energy savingsobtained with the proposed mapping decreases
as the operand bitwidth increases. All the implementations in
memory, logic, and DSP have been done with area optimal
synthesis constraints.
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TABLE II
F OR A C ONSTMULT-A DD O PERATION , E NERGY I MPROVEMENTS W ITH THE P ROPOSED M APPING A PPROACH C OMPARED TO
M APPING IN L OGIC AND DSP B LOCKS FOR S TRATIXS II–IV AND V IRTEX VI FPGA D EVICES

TABLE III
C OMPARISON OF O PERATIONAL L ATENCY OF C ONSTMULT- ADD O PERATION A MONG T HREE M APPING
A PPROACHES FOR S TRATIXS II–IV AND V IRTEX VI FPGA D EVICES

Fig. 10.
Energy consumed per different transcendental functions when
bipartite, tripartite, and quadpartite decompositions are employed for 24-bit
inputs.
Fig. 9.
Energy consumed per a CORDIC operation with varying input
bitwidth.

D. Mapping Complex Functions in Memory
Conventionally, complex transcendental functions are computed in an FPGA using CORDIC. Fig. 9 shows the
improvement in energy consumption for LUT-based implementation with respect to normal CORDIC-based univariable
function computation in Stratix IV [5]. The maximum input
size of a LUT is 16 bits. The energy improvement is minimum
(3.3×) in case of 16-bit operands and maximum (8.2×) in
case of 11-bit input operands. However, if the size of the
input bitwidth does not match with the size of the LUT,
efficient decomposition techniques such as multipartite [19]
and ATA [20] have to be employed to minimize the number
of memory banks at the cost of latency increase. Fig. 10 shows
the optimization results for energy consumption in Stratix IV
for bipartite, tripartite, and quadpartite decompositions [19] of
transcendental functions for 24-bit inputs.
V. A PPLICATION M APPING R ESULTS
In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed application mapping approach is evaluated by measuring the energy

consumption for several compute-intensive applications. We
have considered five applications, namely, finite impulse
response (FIR) filtering [27], coherence calculation in a
cluster [28], discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [29], thirdorder polynomial evaluations [30], and solution to Schrodinger
equation [31].
We have used a commercial FPGA platform from Altera
(Stratix IV) [5] in our experiments. We also used Altera’s
design space explorer in Altera Quartus II 11.0 tool suite to
implement three different mapping approaches (logic-based,
DSP-based, and proposed heterogeneous mapping). In all three
implementations, mapping of logic functions is optimized
for power under iso-delay target using the Quartus Design
Space Explorer. Typically, FPGA synthesis tools provide an
option for logic to memory mapping during physical synthesis. However, the built-in option is provided for only area
optimization instead of energy. In other words, the logic to
memory mapping option in commercial FPGA synthesis tool
generally maps some of the sequential elements to small
memory blocks (e.g., MLAB in Stratix IV) to reduce area
or resources, and it does not consider mapping multi-input
complex datapath/functions to large embedded memory arrays
(e.g., M144K block in Stratix IV). Thus, the main goal of the
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Fig. 11. With varying input bitwidth, energy consumed per (a) eight-tap FIR filter, (b) coherence calculation, and (c) calculation of approximation coefficient
in DWT in Stratix IV technology.
TABLE IV
C OMPARISON OF R ESOURCE U SAGE FOR T HREE C OMPLEX D ATAPATH A PPLICATIONS

proposed heterogeneous mapping approach is quite different
from the option provided in the commercial synthesis tool.
A. Eight-Tap FIR Filter
Because of the speedups in complex datapaths such as
constmult-add, heterogenous mapping of FIR filter gives significant advantage over conventional FPGA mappings [27].
The energy consumption results for an eight-tap FIR filter
are shown in Fig. 11(a) with varying input bitwidth. For
the proposed heterogeneous mapping of memory and logic,
significant energy savings is achieved up to seven bit inputs
(ranging from 37.5% for four bit inputs to 9.1% for seven
bit inputs) when compared to the logic only implementation.
Table IV shows the resource usage for the eight-tap filter.
B. Coherence Calculation in a Cluster
During the iterative procedure of k-means clustering, the
coherence in a cluster has to be calculated to measure the
quality of clustering [28]. According to the experimental
results, mapping coherence calculation to EMBs shows significant energy savings till 6-bit input over a DSP-based
implementation (ranging from 54.5% for 4-bit inputs to
16.7% savings for 6-bit inputs). Compared to the logiconly-based implementation, the proposed approach has energy
savings till 8-bit inputs (ranging from 63.0% for 4-bit

inputs to 33.3% for 8-bit inputs). The advantages in energy
over different input bitwidths are shown in Fig. 11(b).
The resource usage for different input bitwidths are shown
in Table IV.
C. Calculation of Approximation Coefficient in DWT
The approximation computation in a DWT consists of
two constant coefficient multiplications of odd samples followed by one addition [29]. Using the proposed memorybased computation, the first level of multiplications and
the first addition are mapped in memory, whereas the
rest of the datapaths are mapped spatially in FPGA logic.
The energy consumption results with varying input operand
bitwidths are shown in Fig. 11(c). Energy savings is achieved
till 6-bit inputs compared to the logic-only implementations (ranging from 23.1% for 4-bit inputs to 33.3%
for 6-bit inputs). The resource usage for different input
bitwidths are shown in Table IV for different mapping
methodologies.
D. Third-Order Polynomial Evaluation
Newton Raphson’s (NR) method is widely used for the
evaluation of roots for polynomial functions. Consider a
third-order polynomial given by [30]
f (x) = a3 x 3 + a2 x 2 + a1 x + a0 .

(1)
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TABLE V
C OMPARISON OF E NERGY, L ATENCY, AND EDP FOR S EVERAL C OMMON A PPLICATIONS

NR method employs the following iteration formula to move
closer to the actual root:
X n+1 = X n −

f (x)
a3 X n3 + a2 X n2 + a1 X n + a0
=
X
−
. (2)
n
f  (x)
3a3 X n2 + 2a2 X n + a1

For an input with 24 bit, implementation with ATA method
[20] in the proposed framework needs 106 KB of memory,
which shows an average energy consumption of 0.2 nJ with a
latency of 8.2 ns. On the other hand, the DSP-based mapping
takes a latency of 55 ns and consumes 1 nJ of energy, while
the logic-based implementation takes similar latency of 55 ns
but consumes 2.4 nJ of energy.
E. Solution to Schrodinger Equation (1-D)
A very common scientific application dominated by transcendental functions is finding solution of a time-independent
Schrodinger wave equation for arbitrary periodic potentials.
For a single dimension, the function is given by [31]

 nπ x 
2
.
(3)
sin
ψn (x) =
L
L
An FPGA-based evaluation of this function using the heterogenous mapping with 24-bit inputs needs the memory size of
193.96 KB. The decomposition of the complex functions have
been performed using the energy-efficient tripartite decompositions [19]. The heterogenous mapping-based implementation
has a latency of 25.8 ns and an average energy consumption
of 0.7 nJ. The conventional logic-only-implementation has
a latency of 308.7 ns with 5.9 nJ of energy consumption,
whereas the Schrodinger equation cannot be mapped into
the DSP-based implementation. Because of the large latency
of CORDIC-based computation, the proposed framework has
significant energy savings over the conventional FPGA-based
mapping as shown in Table V.
F. Discussion
The simulation results show that the proposed approach
can provide considerable energy saving for application kernels
from diverse domains up to a specific bitwidth. To analyze about how the approach scales for larger design, we
mapped 32-tap FIR filter using the proposed approach and
compared the energy consumption results with two alternative
implementations. Fig. 12 shows the comparison for varying
input bitwidth. We can observe that for the proposed heterogeneous mapping of memory and logic, significant energy
savings is achieved up to 6-bit input (ranging from 60.2% for
4-bit inputs to 47.7% for 6-bit inputs) when compared to the

Fig. 12. Energy consumed by a 32-tap FIR filter for varying input bitwidths.

logic-only implementation. Compared to DSP-based mapping,
the energy saving is 58.4% for 4-bit inputs and 56.0% for
5-bit inputs. In terms of resource usage, as observed in
Table IV, the proposed approach reduces the resource usage
in terms of logic elements, while increasing memory resource
requirements. As presented in Table VI, the three different
mapping approaches show comparable mapping times for
various DSP applications. The requirement of EMBs depend
on the number of unique lookup operations and size of LUTs.
We believe that reduced logic resource requirement can be
advantageous in many applications (e.g., signal processing
applications) where application mapping is limited by combinational LUTs instead of embedded memory. For example,
mapping of large number of parallel instances of DCT for
high-throughput image processing is limited by combinational
LUTs. In this scenario, the proposed mapping approach can
improve resource utilization considerably by using the idle
EMBs.
VI. DYNAMIC E NERGY /ACCURACY T RADEOFF
In general, multimedia and signal processing algorithms aim
at keeping the distortion of output data as low as possible for a
given input bitwidth. However, in many of these applications,
the best data quality may not be always required, and the
output quality can be willingly traded off with computation
energy to prolong the battery lifetime [32], [33].
As demonstrated in the previous sections, the opportunistic
mapping of computation to memory can provide significant
energy improvement in various compute-intensive operations.
We can leverage on this observation to develop an efficient
approach of dynamically improving energy efficiency by
switching to lower operand bit-width at the expense of graceful
degradation in output quality. At lower bit-width, we employ
the proposed heterogenous mapping to significantly improve
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TABLE VI
M APPING T IME IN S ECONDS FOR THE A PPLICATIONS U SING D IFFERENT M APPING A PPROACHES U SING S TRATIX IV W ITH Q UARTUS 11.0

Fig. 13. Mean square errors (MSEs) with different bit allocations at the
truncated bits for a 32-tap FIR filter.

the energy requirement compared to that required in normal
(higher) bit-width for either logic-based mapping. The tradeoff
between energy and output quality can be easily realized
by truncating the operand bit-width such that the required
memory size for mapping complex functions is exponentially
reduced leading to considerable energy saving. To minimize
the effect of truncation in output quality degradation, we
employ judicious selection of truncated bits. As a case study
of energy and output-accuracy tradeoff, we have considered
a common signal processing task, namely FIR filtering [34].
We have evaluated the proposed scheme for two different
architectures of FIR based on: 1) conventional arithmetic and
2) distributed arithmetic.

Fig. 14. Stop-band ripple magnitude changes when each of the 32 FIR filter
coefficients are changed to zero.

Fig. 15. MSE versus energy plots when the proposed heterogeneous mapping
approach is used to implement the conventional 32-tap FIR filters with three
different truncations.

A. Conventional Arithmetic-Based FIR Filter
As presented in Fig. 11(a), the heterogenous mapping of FIR
filtering shows the energy savings when the input bit-width is
smaller than or equal to 6. We can notice from the results that
even though the input bit-width of FIR filter is larger, we can
still have energy savings by truncating the operand bit-width
while the filter output quality degrades with the truncation.
To minimize the output-accuracy degradation, the following
truncation approaches are investigated.
1) Uniform Input Truncation: The simplest way is to
equally truncate the input operands for all filter taps. The
truncated bits can be filled with all zeros, or we can carefully
allocate the optimal values considering input distribution to
minimize the output accuracy degradation. As a case study, we
used a 32-tap low-pass equiripple FIR filter with a pass-band
frequency of 9.6 kHz and a stop-band frequency of 12 kHz.
Random 8-bit Gaussian inputs are used, and 3 bits from LSB
are truncated. The truncated bits are padded with all zeroes,
or different three digit values are allocated. MSE is used as a
measure of output-accuracy, and Fig. 13 shows the simulation
results. We can notice from the figure that 3 b011 or 3 b100
allocation at the truncated positions gives rise to the minimum
errors.

2) Preferential Input Truncation: For the 32 coefficients of
the example FIR filter, some of the coefficients in FIR filter
play a more important role in shaping the filter response compared to others [35]. Fig. 14 shows the stop-band ripple magnitude changes when each of the 32 FIR filter coefficients is
changed to zero. In this figure, larger stop-band ripple change
means that the corresponding coefficient is relatively more
important than those coefficients generating smaller ripple
changes. According to the important differences found among
the 32 coefficients, we made four coefficient groups (most
significant, first order, second order, and third order). When
we make a tradeoff by truncating the input bit-width of the FIR
filter, inputs with larger bit-widths are allocated to the more
important coefficients while smaller bit-widths are used for the
less important coefficients. Three truncation modes (config.1,
config.2, and config.3) are used in our experiments with original input bit-width = 8. At config.1, 1-bit truncation is used
for the inputs of most significant coefficients shown in Fig. 14,
2-bit truncation for those of first-order coefficients, 3-bit and
4-bit truncation for those of second order and third order
coefficients, respectively. At config.2 and config.3, one more
and two more bit truncations than config.1 are used for the
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TABLE VII
R ESOURCE U SAGE AND E NERGY C ONSUMPTION FOR A 32-TAP FIR F ILTER U SING H ETEROGENOUS , L OGIC -BASED AND
DSP-BASED M APPING U SING C ONVENTIONAL A RITHMETIC

corresponding groups of coefficients. Fig. 15 shows the MSE
versus energy plots for three different truncation approaches.
For the zero value allocation presented in Section VI-A-1,
1 b0, 2 b00, and 3 b000 are padded at the uniform
1-bit, 2-bit, and 3-bit truncations, respectively. For the optimal
value allocation, 1 b1, 2 b01, 3 b011, and 4 b1000 are used at
the corresponding truncated bit positions. As shown in Fig. 15,
under iso-energy condition of 100 pJ, the MSE for preferential
truncation is 7.8, while the optimal value allocation and
zero value allocation shows the MSEs of 88.2 and 280.8,
respectively.
Table VII shows the resource requirements for the uniform truncation and the preferential truncation approaches
implemented through the heterogeneous mapping, logic-based
mapping, and DSP-based mapping. For the four modes
of uniform truncation described in Table VII, heterogeneous mapping provides an average of 43.0% improvement
in energy consumption compared to the logic-based mapping. However, it provides slight degradation in average
energy compared to the DSP-based mapping because of the
high energy consumption for 1-bit truncation through heterogeneous mapping. Similarly, with preferential truncation,
heterogeneous mapping provides an average of 60.3%
improvement in energy consumption over the logic-based mapping and 36.6% improvement over the DSP-based mapping,
respectively.
B. Distributed Arithmetic-Based FIR Filter
The input–output relationship of the linear time invariant
FIR filter is expressed in the following equation:
y(n) =

K


Ak ∗ x k (n)

(4)

k=1

where y(n) is the output at time n, x k (n) is the kth
input at time n, and Ak is the kth coefficient. The
input x k can be expressed in 2s complement fractional
form as
B−1

x k = −x k0 +
x kb 2−b
(5)
b=1

where x kb is a binary number. The equation can be extended
to the following:


K
B−1


y=
Ak −x k0 +
x kb ∗ 2−b .
(6)
k=1

b=1

Fig. 16. MSE versus energy plots when the proposed heterogeneous mapping
approach is used to implement the DA-based 32-tap FIR filters with three
different truncations.

Equation (6) can be extended to
y = −[x 10 ∗ A1 + x 20 ∗ A2 + x 30 ∗ A3 + · · · + x k0 ∗ A K ]
+[x 11 ∗ A1 + x 21 ∗ A2 + x 31 ∗ A3 + · · · + x k1 ∗ A K ]2−1
···
+[x 1(B−1) ∗ A1 + x 2(B−1) ∗ A2 + · · · +
x K (B−1) ∗ A K ]2−(B−1).

(7)

When the DA-based FIR filter [36] is mapped using the
proposed heterogenous mapping framework, the terms in the
brackets of (7) are realized using memory lookups, which is
referred as distributed arithmetic look-up table. The rest of
the shift and additions are mapped into combinational logics
in FPGA.
1) Uniform Input Truncation: When the uniform input
truncation is used with heterogenous mapping, the number of
memory blocks decreases by one with each bit truncation at
the input. Smaller number of memory blocks in FPGA results
in lower latency and energy.
Zero Value Allocation: Uniform zero allocation at the truncated bits is the simplest approach of truncating inputs. When
the original input bit-width = 8 and a memory word size = 16,
with 1-bit truncation at the input, the required memory size is
reduced from 16 to 14 KB for 32-tap FIR filtering operation.
Optimal Value Allocation: The optimal numbers that should
be added at the truncated bit positions in the DA-based FIR
filter are same with the ones that we used in the conventional
FIR filter.
2) Preferential Truncation: The preferential truncation is
implemented in exactly the same way as has been done for the
conventional FIR filter. The preferential truncation approach is
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VII. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 17. Comparison of energy consumptions for the conventional versus
DA-based implementation of FIR filters when those are implemented using
(a) heterogenous mapping, (b) logic-based mapping, and (c) DSP-based
mapping.

more effective when it is applied to the higher digits of the
inputs.
Fig. 16 shows the MSE versus energy plots when the proposed heterogeneous mapping approach is used to implement
the DA-based 32-tap FIR filters with three different truncation
methods. At the iso-energy consumption of 400 pJ, MSE of
the filter with preferential truncation is 7.75, while zero value
allocation and optimal bit allocation-based architectures show
the MSEs of 293.7 and 92.5, respectively.

We have presented a heterogenous application mapping
framework for FPGA, where the conventional application
mapping to logic and DSP blocks is effectively combined with
judicious mapping of complex operations to EMBs for energysaving. The software algorithms to perform functional decomposition, fusion of operations, packing of individual coarsegrained operations, and timing assignment are effectively
used to minimize the energy consumption. Unlike existing
energy-saving approaches, based on device-circuit-architecture
level optimizations, the proposed approach does not require
any modification in the FPGA device at any level. The
approach has been evaluated with a commercial FPGA platform. Experimental results show that the proposed heterogenous mapping process can significantly improve the energy
efficiency for many compute-intensive applications for specific operand bit-widths. We have also presented an efficient energy/output-accuracy tradeoff approach, where higher
energy-saving can be achieved at the expense of minor
degradation in output quality through operand truncation. We
have presented a preferential truncation method, which aims
at minimizing the effect of truncation in the output while
maintaining the energy-saving advantages.
With the continued scaling of memory and the emergence
of novel high-density memory technologies, both volatile and
nonvolatile, FPGA devices are expected to integrate larger size
of memory with improved performance. It would increase the
benefit of the proposed mapping approach by allowing more
operations with larger bit-width to be mapped in memory.
The proposed heterogeneous mapping approach can be easily
integrated with the existing mapping flow and synthesis tools.
For the seamless integration of both the approaches in a unified
mapping framework, we need to meet the timing requirements
of memory and logic operations. We have presented a multicycle timing approach to address the timing issue. Future
work will include extending the framework to emerging FPGA
platforms with nonvolatile memory and supporting different
precision and data formats.
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